


Content warnings
Suicide is portrayed symbolically onstage. Sensitive 
situations related to the discovery of BGLTQ identity 
are portrayed. Additionally, the show alludes in one 
short scene to predatory behavior towards minors. 
Strobe lighting is used in one song.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

“Now I’m the one who’s forty-three and stuck / I can’t find my way through / Am 
I just like you?”

The themes of a play frequently determine its protagonists’ objectives. For West 
Side Story, at its core a love story, the objective for Tony and Maria is to find a 
way to be together in a world that pulls them apart by social barriers. For 
Mamma Mia!, a show about self-discovery, Sophie’s objective is to find her own 
identity by learning about her family (with occasional dance breaks).

Fun Home touches on many themes – identity, family, love – but the framing 
narrative is one of grief. Can Alison Bechdel find a way to understand and 
integrate her father’s suicide in a way that allows her to move forward? Being a 
show about grief, the objective of Fun Home’s protagonist – almost uniquely 
among musicals – is not to do anything in particular but to find release from 
events still trapping her from years ago.

When we opened our eyes to the juxtaposition of traps and release in Fun Home, 
we found it to be central to nearly every character’s arc, even beyond the 
framing narrative. Helen – trapped in a marriage that takes pieces out of her, day 
by day, seeking release in opening up to her daughter. Bruce – trapped by 
society, needing release beyond the façade of a perfect family he’s built to 
accommodate. Small Alison – trapped by the rigidity of her father’s rules, but for 
how much longer? Medium Alison – trapped by a need for her parents’ approval, 
finding release in her growing confidence of her identity.

These traps and releases are the most superficial ones; that’s why we’re giving 
them away in the program. We invite you to look beyond these examples as you 
watch our rendition and think about this framing. Who feels trapped in each 
scene? Who is trapping who, and whose release is conditional on whose 
permission? Are there characters who perceive themselves to be more trapped 
than they actually are? Is release dependent on a concrete answer?

From the Castro to Christopher Street, thank you for coming to the Fun Home 
(underline, underline, underline)!

Angel and Nick

Directors
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Musical Numbers

“It All Comes Back (Opening)”

“Welcome to Our House on Maple Avenue”

“Come to the Fun Home”

“Helen’s Etude”

“Changing My Major”

“Maps”

“Raincoat of Love”

“Pony Girl”

“Ring of Keys”

“Days and Days”

“Telephone Wire”

“Edges of the World”

“Flying Away (Finale)”

CAST
Alison Bechdel……….…………………………….………………… Miranda Mize

Bruce Bechdel………..………………………..……………………. Nicholas Fahy

Helen Bechdel…..………………………….………………………. Ashley Cooper

Small Alison.……………………………………..………………. Jasmyne Roberts

Medium Alison …….………………………………..……………….. Grace Allen

Christian Bechdel………………………………..……………….. Rocket Claman

John Bechdel …….………………………………..……………………...Sarah Yang
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Conductor ………..………………………..…………………….Nathan Robinson
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Electric Bass …….………………………………..……………….. Andrew Honold
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